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1916 - 1988

Nanao's bus was void of seats, fitted with wood floor,
a raised sleeping platform, a woodstove.

Outside was a fire ring, cook pot, and water for tea
--perpetually boiling. One sharp knife. A small cache
of food--vegetables, rice, seaweeds, miso,
mostly donated by friends; mushrooms collected by Nanao
in his backyard woods. And firewood.
The latter, a daily routine.
One one of my visits, after an afternoon of gathering
dead oak branches and neatly piling them, I said goodbye
and headed down the fir-needled trail.
Suddenly Nanao called, "Come back!"
I returned. His smiling shaggy head was sticking out
of one of the bus windows.
'You forgot your footprint."

•

Nanao's perpetual wandering serves up material
for his poetry. Once, in Monument Valley, southern Utah,
he curled up for the night like an Aborigine without blanket
and fell to sleep soundly in a bitter April wind storm.
The next morning, while I awoke inside my car and
sleepily complained, he remarked (over a steamy pot
ofmiso soup which he had risen early to brew):
"I don't mind Wind. Wind feeds the earth, puts oxygen
into the sea. Wind feeds fish, feeds me."
Next day, with a Navajo guide,
Nanao took his first horse ride. Mounted on a spotted pony,
he looked like a pointed-beard sage wrapped in used woolens,
baggy pants, stocking cap hiding his ears, canvas shoulder bag
holding dried fruit, compass, field guide, binoculars.
The horse steadily made its way, shifting, bobbing
through pink drifts of sand between huge slickrock cliffs.
Low cumuli passed above, their flat undersides reflecting
the rosy desert. "Like being at sea," he said.
"On a very small boat, a rocking wave, in coral reefs.
Same feeling, very free!"

Nanao often challenged traditional
and contemporary Zen practice. "In America why so much money
connected with Zen?" Rinzai Zen, '"Naropa Zen," Hinayana,
Mahayana, Tibetan Buddhism--none provided a shoe
he could easily slip into.
Then what would be the answer?
'Whitewater Zen!"
We enjoyed the possibility: life lived in midstream,
on a foamy peak. "And the test in order to join," Nanao added:
"How long you can laugh."

•

How does Nanao see the world?
In his poem 'Why" he implies a way of being in the world,
sums up a personal philosophy, and at the same time
reveals the experience of hiking high desert country
where mind and mirage overlap, where exterior and interior worlds
synchronize in a geologic, psychologic weave:
Why

Why climb a mountain?
Look! A mountain there.
I don't climb mountain.
Mountain climbs me.
Mountain 1s myself.
I climb on myself.
There is no mountain
norITI)'Scl(

Scrnething
rmves up and dcr.vn
in the air.

•

At Hopi one summer, in Hotevilla village,
the children thought he was "Ninja." He'd worn his Japanese
rice-planting shoes, black collarless shirt, black pants.
The Hopi kids wanted to see him do tricks.
they gathered round him on rooftops, followed him
through narrow village pathways.
Finallly, he sprang high in the air, clicking his heels
to his rump. Not enough! The kids wanted more.
They offered a free meal if he'd simply scale a wall
with his bare hands. He didn't eat that day.
A few weeks later, driving home from the Niman Kachina
ceremonies. Nanao sang continuously for three hours
--Japanese folk melodies, improvised songs inspired by the Hopi
dances. and some deep cave-like Tibetan chants.
He recalled the ceremonies with detail and wonder: the mesmerizing
~attle and drone of voices. the choreography of the masked dancers.
All very ancient, very romantic -- not romantic
in the usual sense. But in the sense that sometimes
you are in a place with just your body. But today I was
in a place where my spirit stepped out of my body.
I didn't have to do anything but 'be' at Hopi,
because Hopi 'did' to me."

•

• The Year of my Life, A translation of Issa's Oragu Haru
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march dawn

kitchen bells
meditation seeing the master
men clean plank decks
chanting sutras at breakfast
(monks find the way by following as when
boatmen leave steering to the captain who
sees all past a rocky shore renewal of
heart by arousal from egotism is called
passing across ocean in a single boat)
ii

march garden

monk combs go board patterns in pea stone
with a wooden rake thinking gravel
making foam islands striprip washboard
white pebble ruffles shoal strake sea
(goddess of mercy moves in the deep course
of wisdom gone beyond the other shore)

II
iii

march equinox

(righteous law eye knows doubly
ceremonies of the cloud hall)

......
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heart of the wave temple

last of winter not to be hastened out her
black eyes showed him plum blossoms
tea mistress taking off her winter
in the heart of the wave
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Neighboring Nanzenji Temple
Low mud walls show their tiled tops

Poor toppling and sporting weeds
Hardly hiding vagrant gardens
High mud walls hide
Grand Zen temples while
Keeping her to the tatami-ishi
Path of bier sized stones
Climbing sharply the cobble way
Of a Zen lane is cock-eyed
Between the brindle mud
Walls where she ducks out
Of the cold descends stone
Stairs buys a casserole full
Of steamed bean curd and seaweed
Eating with the row on plank benches
The posts and beams chestnut
Colored from bean curd juice
The high board ceilings
Warped from steam
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t.o another voice
Let. Your Ears Perk Up
Let your ears perk up
to yesterday's
raindrops
let your ears perk up
Let your ears perk up
to the sounds
that. have continued
for who knows
for how long
of p ople's
footsteps
let your ears perk up
shut your eyes
let your ears perk up
the katsu katsu of high heels
the data data of boots
t.he poku poku of girl's geta
let your ears perk up
the karan koron of heavy clogs
the zakku zakku of laced up boots
the peta peta of zari
let your ears perk up
the saku saku of st.raw boots
the kata kota of wooden shoes
the suta suta of moccasins
the teku teku of straw sandals
and then
the hita hita of naked feet. ..
mingling
with the suru suru of snakes
the kasa kasa of leaves of trees
and as a smoldering fire
is about to disappear
there in the deep darkness
the ringing in your ears.
Let your ears perk up
to the groan
of dying dinosaur
let your ears perk up
to striking lightning
and the shriek
of a burning tree
to the ceaseless
sound of the sea
to the soundless
set.tling
of plankton
let your ears perk up,
is someone calling
someone?
to your own crying
at birth
let your ears perk up
to the night
sounds of water
to the creak of a door
to the whispers
to laughter
let your ears perk up
lo the echoing
of a mother's
lullaby

to a father's
heart beat
let your ears perk up
A grandfather's
far off cough
to a grandmother's
resounding loom
a breeze blowing through bamboo
and blown by the breeze
some Amens and
Glory t.o Buddhas
in grade school
a treadle organ,
and having cros d oc an
from an unknown land
some old songs
1 t your ears perk up
Sound of cutting grass
sound of beating iron
sound of carving wood
sound of playing a flute
sound of cooking meat
sound of pouring sake
sound of pounding on a door
sound of thinking aloud
A complaining voice
a teaching voice
a commanding voice
a rejecting voice
a sneering voice
a coaxing voice
a battle cry
and
muteness
let your ears perk up
The neighing of horses
the twang of bowstrings
t.he sound of a spear
thrust through armor
and next to your ear
the whine of a shot
the dragging of chain
the whack of a whip
cursing
and damning
and the sounds
of gallows
and mushroom clouds,
the never ending
shrillness
of st.rife mingling
with loud snores
and in time
the chirping of sparrows
and the unchanging stillness
of morning
let your ears perk up
Now don't let perking up your ears
to one sound
to one voice
mean
shutting up your ears
to another sound

Let your ears perk up
to ten years ago
and a young girl
sobbing
let your ears perk up
Let your ears perk up
to a hundred years ago
and a farmer
hiccuping
let your ears perk up
Let your ears p rk up
to a thousand y ars ago
and someone lame
praying
let your ears perk up
Let your ears perk up
to ten thousand years ago
and a baby
yawning
let your ears perk up
Let. your ears perk up
to a hundred thousand years ago
and the cry of a fawn
to a million years ago
and the flutter of ferns
to ten million years ago
and an avalanche of snow
to one hundred million years ago
and the sigh of stars
to a trillion years ago
and the roar of the universe
let your ears perk up
Let your ears perk up
to roadside
stones
let your ears perk up
to the mild moan
of a computer
let your ears perk up
to the mumbling
of a neighbor
let your ears perk up
to the strum of a guitar somewhere
to t.he breaking of dishes somewhere
to MAEIOU"'s somewhere
tot.he NOW
at the bottom of this commotion
let your ears perk up
Let your ears perk up
for flowing towards today
is tomorrow's
still unheard
murmur of small streams
let your ears perk up

translated from the Jap~nese
by Harold Wright. 8/ 14/88, Kyoto.
"Mimi o sumasuM in original,
tiUe poem in book of the same name.

RECOVERY
Leaving my injured brain at a hospital
I sauntered over here to the sea shore

the sea was blue and meaningless
the sand was hot and meaningless
the sky was vast and meaningless
a splendid meaningless!
Yet, I alone
didn't become meaningless
naked me made meaning of the sea
made meaning of sand, meaning of the sky
made meaning of meaning
but I was rejected;
under the sun of a bright noon
I alone was unable to sprout
as a seed
yet at that time....
I saw
my brain, having escaped from the hospital,
begin to eat the sea
causing a fluttering of those numerous folds,
strewing the stench of formaldehyde,
then the brain, upon eating up the sea,
turned and ate even me.
Such an appetite!
Then feeling my own skin
dissolving Within my own brain
I couldn't help moaning in ecstasy
now I am really free
by oozing out of my container of skin,
which had kept me separate from everything,
I have within my own brain
reconciled myself with the sea.
Eating the sea, eating san
eating me, eating the sky,
my brain in mere moments ate the world
and quietly, contentedly came to rest
as I, in my brain, first became meaningless;
and digesting the meaningless of the world of infinity,
my brain before long shit forth beautiful meaning.
My lovely brain
recovering like ripened fruit
emits a stench like traditional cheese,
shudders like a failed pudding,
and finding the universe far too large
appears to be planning to migrate
to another space.
Translated from the Japanese
by Harold Wright

Lament the utterly fallen way of the warrior
and restore the imperial rule.
--Yukio Mishima
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CAMFIRE TALK

Birds don't need opinions
because they have pinions.
What is the opinion of the pinon pine
on whether Christianity is
for or against homosexuality?
A flower doesn't need a savior
to be able to bloom.
A waterfall doesn't need a guru
in order to gush.
A caterpillar doesn't need a Bible
to become a butterfly.
A lake doesn't need a Ph.D.
to become a cloud.
A rainbow doesn't need a fresli coat of paiQ.t
every year.
Worms don't need to study existentialism
to exist.
Mountaintops don't need to kneel
and ask forgiveness for their sins.
Capitalism and Communism mean nothing
to every tree that alchemizes light.
No whale will ever know who Christ is.
No chipmunk will ever follow Buddha.
No eagle gives a shit about Mohammed.
No grizzly will ever consult a priest.
No seagull will ever become a Mormon.
No dolphin has to learn computers
if it wants to get along
in the modern world.
No sparrow needs insurance.
No gorilla needs a God.

l'l

Birds decide to give up their wings
because flying indulges in an ego trip.
Hermit crabs decide they have to pay rent
on their shells.
Snakes invent banks where they can invest
their sloughed-off skins.
Beavers vote to build highrise lodges
above their ponds.
Squirrels expect a minimum wage
for storing nuts in secret.
Earthworm expressways install periodic tollboths
to help defray construction costs.
Lions build cages. lock themselves in
and charge admission to see them.
Butterflies get rich from fee to see
emergence from chrysalis.
Termite Thoreau goes to live by a dewdrop for awhile
before returning to the termite mound.
The turnip and parsnip form a partnership.
Celery wants a salary.
Cows demand humans make their own milk
from their own tits
and eat their own sawn muscles.
Trees agree to sprout money instead of leaves
as longs as they can make newspapers out of human corpses
to print tree news.
Dust motes go on strike
for safer floating conditions.
One raindrop says to another raindrop-
'1 don't believe in clouds
or that we're falling."
Plankton plot how to conquer the ocean.
Seahorses form cavalries and charge
to periwinkle bugle calls.
Mayflies scheme to be more famous as poets
than other mayflies.
Mountains want to get away from it all too,
tired of carrying the world on their shoulders.
Roses make x-rated videos of rosebuds opening.
Sloths realize they better change their lazy ways
or else.
Spiders decide not to spin webs
unless they're displayed in art museums.
Crickets refuse to cricket
unless haikus take notice.
Whales grow back their arms and legs
so they can return to land and work
in our factories.
Flowers want to work in factories too.
They feel funny just silting around
doing nothing but being beauUful
and smelling good.
Penguins decide to take off their tuxedos
and wear their bum-clothes for a change.

23
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WHY YOUNG MEN WORE THEIR HAIR LONG IN THE SIXTIES
Because they could feel the deforestation of the Amazon
breathing down their necks even then,
Because half the world's trees have been cut down
since 1950,
Because even as kids in the '50s they could feel
the wilds dwindling, and were given crewcuts
soon as school let out for the summer,
Because they didn't care if some bigot
thought they looked like girls-they were unmistakably male to themselves
and weren't afraid to accept the female
half of their soul and love the Mother Earth,
rejecting the macho Earth-rape of civilization,
Because they had to become long-haired Indians
to expiate the genocide of the Indians
by their European-invasion
boatpeople greatgrandparents,
Because even their European paleolithic granddaddies
all had long hair before they cut down
the forests to make room for cities
with barbershops right next to butchershops,
Because they had to make up for all the baldheaded skeletons
the Nazis kepts as deathcamp slaves,
Because though they dug Buddha's bald head
they liked getting high
in other ways besides meditation,
Because Jesus was crucified for having long hair
by crewcut fundamentalists who went back
in a time machine to make sure he'd be
the Only hippie on their holycards,
Because Einstein's hair burst from his skull in protest
of radiation sickness making people's hair fall out,
Because Eisenhower's bald head was succeeded
by Kennedy's boyish shock of hair,
which got blown off his head the year
before the Beatles came to America,
Because Elvis's duck's-ass outraged the '50s
as much as the Beatie-cut outraged the '60s,
Because Stokowski lets his mane fly illuminated
on album covers decades before Billy Idol,
And long-hair music has been letting its long hair down
much longer then "Roll Over Beethoven,
Because even short-haired hepcats like Charlie Parker
let down the long hair of their souls in their jazz,
Because James Dean's pre-Elvis noncrewcut rebel
is a nobler symbol of the '50s than "Happy Days,"
Because haircut conformity's a sellout to getting a job,
11

Because Whitman shook his white locks at the runaway sun
while loafing on a hill of summer grass,
"And now it seems to me the most beautiful uncut hair of graves,
he wrote observing the flowing grass.
Because Industrial Revolution lobotomizes our mammal brain,
Because military-industrialism barbers the heart
with bayonets,
Because patriots yearned to razor the throats
of bearded longhairs during the Vietnam War,
and yearned to shave off their balls as well
to make perfect eunuch robots of war
albeit Bob Hope pimping Ann Margret
to the about to-die: "Remember, boys,
this is what you're fighting for,"
Because Moloch lusts to blow off their balls in battle,
Because Jim Morrison flashing his phallus
in the face of the Vietnam War
got busted for obscenity,
Because Rock'n'Roll pit its ecstasy
against the nightmare madness of war
(tho rock promoters scalp rock fans
as much as ticket scalpers do),
Because hair longs to be long,
Because even when we die our hair wants
to keep on growing forever,
Because every wild horse loves its flowing mane,
Because long hair means a wilderness
and short hair means a lawn,
Because John Muir said the first thing they do
is cut down the trees and the second thing
they do is graze sheep amid the stubble,
Because the first thing they do in
a prison an insane asylum or the Marines
is shear off all your hair exactly like sheep . . .

11

TRIKU
MESSAGE FROM THE DEEP
Discover cuneiform tablet
hieroglyph'd with fossilized
remains of tiny lives.
shell lives. clams smaller than my
little-finger nail and tinier whelks
embedded side-by-sid ,
tossed up by Lake Michigan
knowing I needed it, some special
miracle to snap me out of
my dullness to the miracle of Life,
this tablet the size of my hand
unwritten by Charlton Heston special effects,
this tablet writ by the only God there is,
this tablet written in shell language
tinged with rust-colored sand,
all-in-all in my hand, this
gift from the Sea. this
sea-whispered-me geological whisper,
this whisper-echo of the eonic Earth.
this heirloom from the greatgreatGrandmother Earth,
this oracular telegram from the Deep,
this Deep image washed up to my feet
as if directed specifically to me.
this eidolon this enigma this ancient rune
this cosmos mandala this inevitable whatever-it-is,
this rosettastone translating the past
into the present and present into the past,
this wordless dignity, this compact cemetary
of lives whose tombstones are more immortal
than the tombstones of humankind.

Thinking there's a fire
Stepping from my bath
I'm startled by steam

Piles of unread books
Crows caw in the hills
Kyoto hiking trails

Pines lean to south
Wet with winter rain
On wind twisted trunks

My legs are asleep
A temple bell rings
My mind is a well

For nearly three days
The winter rains fall
I stare at paper

Silence of mountains
Dark air is cooler
Midnight in Kyoto

Writing from the center
Writing from the center
Writing from the center

Closer and closer
Night birds are crying
I reach for memories

The fan blows hot air
T.V. machine guns
I lie dead in bed

Her kimono hangs
Like a summer ghost
She has gone away

THE HUMAN MIND
Editor's note: Harold-san's "Triku" are a new
poetic form that he developed, along with his
ground-breaking "Chonnets" (a cross between a
sonnet and a chokka). The triku have a 5-5-5
syllabic structure, instead of the traditional
5-7-5, but the kicker is that each of the triku's
three lines can be read in any possible order,
actually all possible orders. Kick that habit man!

where El Salvador &
Salvador Dali
meet the Dalai Lama
& Hello Dolly

1.b

t1

Amaterasu
Kami no mitoku wa
Ametsuchi ni
Michite kakenaki
Megumi narukana.

KUROZUMI MUNETADA (1780-1850) was the founder of the Kurozumlkyo sect of Shintoism in Japan
which believes that all humanity are children of Amaterasu Omi-kami with small souls mirroring her
own. Kurozumi broke with the traditional Shrine Shinto and developed a unique form of self-cultivation
stressing faith, non-injury. sincerity and gratitude along with daily sun worship and recitation of the
Great Purification Prayer. These tanka were taken from Kurozumt Shinto, edited by Dr. Willis Stoesz,
chair ofWSU's Religion department, forthcoming from Anima Publications, Chambersburg, PA
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The divine virtue
of Amaterasu
fills Heaven and Earth;
Ah, in such abundance
is this limitless grace.

Ara ureshi
Kakaru. ureshiki
Ukiyo zo to
Shirade imamade
Sugoshi oshisayo.

Ah, how joyful
in learning of the joy
of our daily lives;
Yet, I truly do regret
not knowing this till now.

Ametsuchi no
Kokoro wa onoga
Kokoro nari
Hokani kokoro no
Ari to omou na.

Heaven and Earth
have the very same heart
as these hearts of ours;
Do not think that it exists
somewhere outside ourselves.

Umi areba
Yama mo aritsuru
Yononaka ni
Semaki kokoro wo
Motsuna hitobito.

Since there are oceans
as well as many mountains
in this world of ours,
Oh, people, don't keep clinging
to such narrowness of heart.

Asagao no
Hana no sugata ni
Mayounayo
Hikage matsumani
Shibomi nurukana.

Do not be deceived
by the morning glory's
flowering form;
Waiting for the evening shadows,
it comes to a withered end.
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Ikishini wa
Kokoro hitotsuni
Arumono to
Shiranu ukiyo no
Hito no awaresa.

Living and dying
are things that only exist
within our own hearts:
It is sad that that's unknown
by people of the Floating World.

Tachimukau
Hito no kokorozo
Kagami nari
Onaga kokoro wo
Utsushite ya min.

Standing before you
others hold up mirrors
as their own hearts,
And there within you can see
your own heart being reflected.

Sashiatara
Kato nomi omoe
Hito wa tada
Kina wa sugiru
Asu wa shirarezu.

People be aware
of what is happening now...
there is nothing more:
Yesterday has departed
and tomorrow is unknown.

Yokikoto wa
Tsutomete mo mina
Toritamae
Ashiki koto oba
Harai tamae yo.

We need to strive
to retain within ourselves
all things that are good;
It is the bad within us
that needs to be abandoned.

Maruki naka ni
Maruki kokoro wo
Matsu hito wa
Kagiri shirarenu
ki naka nari.

Inside of Roundness
a person possessing
a roundness of heart
Will never know of limits
here within the
-ness.

Yume no yo wo
Yume to shiredomo
Sameyarazu
Sametaru hito no
Kois hikaruran.

The world of dreams
is, I know, a world of dreams,
yet I cannot waken...
For another yet to wake
I know I shell be longing.

Oni mo ya mo
Mina kiriharai
!kimono wo
Yas hinau hito ni
Itatsuki wa nashL

Driving forth demons
and the serpents from our lives,
we can then nurture
This living thing within us
and will keep from getting ill.

Yono hana wa
Chirabaya chireyo
Ametsuchi ni
Tsukisenu michi no
Hana wo sakasen.

Flowers of the world,
scatter as you want to scatter
over Heaven and Earth...
Then along the endless Way
burst forth in bloom again.

Michinichi ni
Asahini mukai
Kokoro kara
Kagirinaki mi to
Om.au uresisha.

Day after day
we face to the morning sun
aware in our hearts
That our lives are limitless,
a feeling of such joy.

Hanigoto mo
Ten no nasu noto
Omoinaba
Ku nimo sewa nimo
Haranu mono nari.

If we remember
that everything that exists
comes from Heaven,
Then worries and daily life
are not matters of concern.
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How the Sun-Goddess Rose from Ise Bay and Sank in Lake Michigan
For Keiko, for our 10th anniversary, October 6, 1988
to the goddess in case she was the sun.
Blinded by her bloody glow
of love-light pouring through the waves
I lost him, lost all
human sense
gasping in her purifying light.

1

After our wedding we
arrived at dusk at an inn on Ise Bay.
Water seeped into the sky
and the sky into our sleepiness
as rain had come and gone and come again.
Or were we underwater in our room
as fish dozed on the table?
Steamy from soup and tea
we came up for air
to play long bamboo flutes
but even the tune was soggy.
So we crawled under quilts.

As vision cleared to ordinary sight

I wiped my eyes free of the mist
of myth. The old man hobbled away.
I hurried back to the inn
before the sun could consume
all she had created and we had spoiled.
2

When the earth had turned to the other side of the sun
she sank in Lake Michigan
as we sat, hands joined,
on a beach near the cross
where Father Marquette
carried ashore by Indians had sighed
"Here I shall finish my voyage."

I dreamed that volcanoes of flesh and blood
rumbled together, rose
through the churning sea
to bloom as islands of Japan.
Before dawn I touched your sleeping face
whispering to see the dawn.
But you swam in sea-dreams far below.
Alone, I walked out an on
the sea-wall in the spray.
The Wedded Rocks, roped
together, rose
from dark waves as I had dreamed
we had emerged from ancient depths.
And as I held my breath, the sun
bled into the waves.
Old men in white robes bowed
clapping to the rising sun
that spilled the blood of all
the dead into the sea
and across the stones at my feet.
I shrivelled in the spray
terrified of holiness
dissolving me in the sea.
An old man clopped towards me
on wooden clogs
pulling tight his robe against the light
smiling to me as I bowed to him
and to the aureole
around his bald head, and clapped

\
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The sun was only the sun to him
sinking as he sank from the world
to rise to his only God.
My father, another Reverend
half-way to heaven above the beach
watched from a hospital window
the sun set
taking the world's blood with her
to sleep underwater
till she rose again from Ise Bay
as Jesus rose from flesh to heaven.
The Sun and Son join like Wedded Rocks
and all their followers, east and west
north and south
receive their double light until they are one
in love of all the colors
as we are on body's earth
in mind of sky.
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How Do You Like America?
Taking off from Osaka
I saw my mother standing
with a handkerchief over her eyes
and my father trying to hide
a hole in his heart-mind.
Then my country blurred.
For seven years I have heard:
Where do you come from?
China? Korea? Japan?
How long have you been in America?
Is your family still in Japan?
I sure bet they miss you!
Did you meet your husband there?
Does he speak Japanese?
You speak English very well!
Where did you learn to speak it?
How do you like America?
I pity, fear and love it.
America is huge and sick
optimistic and terrifying
immature but loveable.
Americans' friendly questions
dislocated my Japanese bones.
I automatically answered
like a dog watering its mouth:
I was born in Kyoto, Japan.
It is a modem ancient city.
I've been in America since
Jimmy Carter was President.
My parents are still in Osaka.
Because I am an only child
we miss each other a lot.
I met my husband at a bus stop
near Osaka University
where he taught.
He has been learning Japanese
ever since.
I have studied English
since I was 14.
Though I am working
on a Ph.D.
English is still very strange.

How do I like America?
I like America very much!
It's a beautiful country!
People are kind and friendly!
Life is so comfortable here!
Furnaces keep us warm!
Public places are clean!
Not many people smoke
compared to Japan!
So you are from Japan!
My son married a Korean
who eats kim chi even after pancakes.
It's unbelievably hot!
Do you like it too?
My husband was in Japan after the war and loved it!
I used to know a Japanese girl in Hawaii.
She invited me for sushi and tea ceremony.
Her name was Keeko too.
Her hair was so straight and black.
Such a cute little thing.
Japan is one of the places I'd like to visit sometime.
It must be beautiful.
My mother does flower-arranging in Traverse City.
How do you like America?
How do I like America?
These cheerful American
much better at talking than listening
throw balls persistently without receiving any
and flash commercials of their lives.
Life goes on in many entangling circles.
American are hectic and confusing.
When do they calm down?
·The land is airy, spacious, masculine
with no canes to hold to, to stick to:
you can draw your own road where you wish.
It's a country of gushing power
uncontrollable.
Suspended between Japan and America
a stranger in both lands
alienating every being
I have stayed awake all night
hearing the drips of
Japan America
Japan America
Japan America
I have lost myself many times
eroded by changing dogmas:
My friend A, becoming a separatist-lesbian
left me
like an old towel under the sink.
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My friend B, a conservative pro-family housewife
insists the only womanly virtues
are pleasing her husband
and producing many children.
My friend C cannot find a steady job
because he has long hair like a little girl
and really believes in his poetry.
My friend D, always frustrated
about her health and family,
worries in a suffocating room
with no windows.
My friend E, embitter d
by the political impasse
arrogantly retires to nature
to be a weekend hermit.
My friend F, still plays like a kid,
dreaming of making money
to buy perpetual comfort.
Divorce has forced many children
to fly through the air
helpless and resentful
their hearts beating in vain.
The word "marriage" rings hollow.
The family is replaced by therapists.
As more people consume their energy
in jogging, aerobics and health clubs
where is the food where it's needed
on the other side of the world?
People dread fat more
than nuclear bombs.
In Japan I was suffocated
panting for sheer freedom
but here I suffer from too much air
too chaotic to feel freedom.
My honeymoon with America
has ended
something has ended
I am ready for a separation.
America is blurring.
Just as we cannot count snowflakes
my karma piles up over the Pacific Ocean.
My parents are opening their eyes.
They see me winging to them.
In Japan I will speak again
transparently, as I wish
to mother, father, and strangers.
I simply want warmth of hands.
I want tears turning me into a river.

ALWAYS, WE STOPPED AT THE DOORWAY

always, we stopped at the doorway
the fragrance of gardenias lighting the darkness
we were planning to make a trip together that day
i was always dreaming of another world
even though you might have been the key
always, we stopped at the doorway
to dance on a shore, naked and gleaming
to sell all the junk we own
ahh, we were planning to make a trip together that day
if we had kissed, time would have lost meaning
springs might have gushed out, overflowing
but always, we stopped at the doorway

you.... half of me
fve been searching for all my life
a plan to get back home
to find ourselves whole again
and from there a journey together
ahh, that day
a wall lodged in each of us
in destroying, to recreate, ... how well we knew this
but always, we stopped at the doorway
a plan.....................a journey together
ahh, that day

WORDS

words ...........seeds
scattered to the four corners of the universe
in hundreds and thousands
never sprouting
but sometimes
a seed
takes root in somebody's heart
what flower will blossom?

October
Beneath the thinning branches
we are like the fallen leaves,
comfortable on the ground.
The soft street sheen infiltrates
the black blue of 2 a.m.
And, as we sprawl about
Mother Earth welcomes us
into the shelter of her body.
The warm cool warms
the air of our conversations:
and, language and laughter mingle
becoming fluid
that runs through our minds
out into the night's repose.
Chirping lightly, cheerfully on
this or that
as alone brown-orange leaf
floats down from above to join us.
When our thoughts crystallize
on a high note,
giggles erupt into the night
displacing the stillness.
Slowly, one by one,
we curl into the earth's blanket,
close our eyes and float away,
like the leaves.

,
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how i feel about the venice poems
-for Stuart

wearing pacifist black
the great american smoke out
cheshire sun gnnning
i can almost feel the
sand between fingers
the rose in the mouth
of his truth
circa 1956
when we all got well
that sound
lhe sound of naked
of his last dying breath
tho the prime of youth
he was
the real howl
not city
not country
nor "dragon's cancer"
no flipcase ecstasies
tomorrow sorrows us all
the tide washed him clean
like the sky did everyday
the bebop sincerity
of the cool voice blue
in his throat
the song as tender
as another time & place
as venice was real
was hip to be beach
& know of shores
& places to Jam & walk & dream
& park the car
& crash into the foam
while time stood still
& named itself summer
that mystical moment
no one shared but all of us shared
one time in the sun or another
calling ourselves poet &
feeling the magic like
a halo of gulls & wondering
why the spirit won't end
the sadness that
all we ever have ls one
summer anyway
any ofus
finally understanding
wolf river
how the pain gets passed
from voice to voice
& the obligation:
always counting
the last leaf to land
the first snowfall of
cabin fever graffiti days
wishing for a
moment of ocean
in a day of winter
"fO

yes
the drunken plum wine cruise
thru the middle of the nite
drenched
drawn
the folklore of us
any nite
is happy to conceive the
child in the head that
might be us
must be us
under a towering new castle
rainbow saying: this lifetime
is the right time
to be
the one whos loved
5/19 New Castle
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STl{A~T Z. t?E~l<Off
ON UNLOADING A BOXCAR
INVOCATION

lady, i implore you
take my hand
& we will go together
lady
over the land
i have seen yr face
shining full over the black
mountains, a holy eye in the air
a bright call
a shout of joy.
i give you homage, lady
freely, wholly,
let us walk
lady, the trees stand
clustered in council
like gods / tall
strong. in the distance rain feathers like
black chalk
down the bluebellied sky
over the land.
remember my eye, lady. what can i see?
my eye is yr eye
holy eye
bright love scream
in the sky
lady, humbly, i beg you
take my hand
guide my eye, lady
over the land
lift my vision
my cloud-drunk blood
i want to ride down the feathers of love, lady
to where the rain strikes the fat earth
& mixes
& is mud

lifting
a piece
of black steel
& carefully
(conforming to a pattern
previously set down
after extensive testing)
placing it
on a construction
of boards
extending
certain a~pects of bodily structure
to the limits of tensions
actions taken
within a situation
once calculated
to destroy all pleasure
now seem to contain
evocations

(o,fall,people)
o,fall,people,downward, past rock & shadow
as birds, outstretched & filled with love, do
as they throw sharp & deadly weapons newly invent for the
purpose of interrupting flight & ending the swing of the
line of descent
fall, fall, fall
dissolve the tensions
that hold you to the earth
& risk
that graceful, formed ritual
outstretched, as the birds
& filled with love
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wisdom in this. But they say it on t.v. and I can't think of anything else. We
drink sake together and many bottles qf Kirin beer. It's very late. I suggest
he try to get some rest. Tomorrow will be difficult. He nods. I'm glad to be
leaving. I need to escape, to be alone and think.
SAYONARA EIKYU
The note taped to my bedroom door. Abdul points to it, says "denwa,"
telephone, then slips into his room--quickly, quietly.
The note is written in Chinese characters, kanji. I can't read kanji; Abdul
can't write English. 0-san, the other Chinese student with whom I share the
first floor of the International House, is in my room now. Handing him the
note to translate, I run outside to buy us canned coffees from the vending
machine across the street. I drop in two, 100 yen coins, and twice-punch
the button. Kaplunk, kaplunk, the steel cans are so hot I have to juggle them
from hand to hand as I cross back to my apartment. 0-san is waiting for me,
shaking his head.
"Oh ma God, he says, putting a hand on my shoulder.
"What's wrong?" I ask, tossing the cans onto my bed, "What's it say?"
"It say one of your friends is died."
I'm trembling.
(it's a mistake)
My room is stifling.
(my friends don't die)
"What's the name?"
He skims through the note, "Mitsumoto Junko. A girl."
There's been a mistake, she was so genki last Friday, full of energy and
life. I must be _wrong about the name. We're going on a ski trip to Hiruzen
next week. She's going to teach me how to ski. We've got plans.
I rummage through my Christmas cards, but finding hers only leaves me
more confused. 0-san says she died in a traffic accident around three this
afternoon, the wake is tonight, services tomorrow.
I smoke three Mild Sevens, lighting them one off the other, and drink
my coffee. I can't keep still--cleaning my desk of loose papers, making my
bed, then pacing the room for something else to do. Whay should I do? 0 san
has been talking but I don't know what he's said. He takes me by the
shoulders and sits me on the bed. I can't cry, I want to laugh, then nothing....
only wondering what's correct here, in Japan.
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Wake 0-san. "I need some of your beer tonight."
"Yes, no problem. Are you wanting to talk?" He's genuinely concerned.
"No. I just want to drink."
He hugs me, says good night, and goes back to bed. A moment later I
knock and open his door.
"Hey, 0-san."
"Yes?"
"Thanks"
"I'm sorry."
"Night."
"Good night."
Curled on my bed I look at photos of the surprise Christmas party
Junko's family gave me. It wasn't really a surprise because I thought they
might, it's just like them to do something like that. Ich~ro took ~ff wo~k that
night, Junko baked a Christmas cake, we decorated a tiny plastic Chnstmas
tree, exchanged gifts, and for one night during the Christmas season I felt
like I was with family, like I was home.
I hate myself. Think about her, recall a turn of her head or a glance,
imagine her falling, seeing the tires coming toward her, ~o frig?tened she
can't move, unbearable weight, pain, broken neck. And I still don t cry. I can
only drink more beer. My friends never die, no one close to me dies, only
names in newspapers, other people and other friends' sorrow, Wish I could
have been there, done something. If only I had called her yesterday
morning, talked to her for just a moment, adjusted the day's timing one
minute or five or ten, forever. She died while I was visiting a friend, talking
about nonsense and watching television--probably laughing. I get drunk
hoping her ghost will appear to me in my stupor and explain everything. It's
crazy and I fall asleep surrounded by empty brown bottles.
Next day. 1:30 p.m. I wear my darkest suit, put on a black tie, and go to
Soshki, the funeral ceremonies. The day is bright and cloudless. Hundreds of
people are outside the house and along the narrow str~e~--Junko's fellow
students, teachers, relatives, and friends. They are f1hng through the
garden, up a short stone path, toward an opened side of the house ~her_e
the bodies are .... are what? on display? Im not sure how to descnbe 1t
correctly, as it should be described, sadly and sensitively.
I enter through the sliding front doors, take off my shoes, and hand a
man an envelope With a 10,000 yen bill inside and my name on ~e front. _He
writes my name below a long list of others in a black book. There s a cush10n
saved for me near the caskets and Junko's grandfather says I'm requested to
accompany him in a taxi to the crematorium after the services.
We're on our knees. Three robed Buddhist priests continually chant
sutra. A small globe made of sky-blue silk stands next to the caskets,
multicolored lights revolve inside and it's soothing to stare at, hypnotic, _the
soft spinning pastels illuminating the long dark way to Tengoku, to paradise.
Everyone is dressed in black but me. I'm .in dark brown. It's my tur1; to
say good-bye. I lay white chrysanthemums beside her,cover~d face. T~ere s ~
stuffed animal from her childhood inside the casket. I m crying. I can t say it
yet, I'm not ready. I don't fully believe. Give me a little more time.
I tum away without speaking and walk the aisle of dark figures silently
awaiting their turn. Later, I hear someone hammering the lids shut.
1

It's after midnight when I arrive at their house for Otsuya, the traditional
wake. Lights are on and I can see moving sillhouettes of people within, hear
a running murmur of voices. A small gathering surrounds me when I enter
and they bow and someone asks me if I was Junko's private English teacher
and everything is happening too quickly. They thank me for coming at this
difficult time. I don't know how to reply, just bow and say I'm sorry.
Ichiro, Junko's father, takes my hand. His eyes are bloodshot, cheeks raw
and swollen. "My mother died too, he says. His voice is hoarse.
"I know." I didn't, it just came out. It wasn't in the note.
His Wife is very pale and crying. "Darin-san," she says as I take her in my
arms and say it Will be all right, I know, shhhh, and stroke her hair.
The back room is candlelit and the fragrance of incense, sandalwood
perhaps, permeates the air. Two caskets of white wood, unvarnished,
unpolished, just small doors opened wide so you can "view" the face of
someone you think of in terms of expression--smiling, frowning, frustrated
11
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over some English word she can't quite understand. I laughed with Junko,
touched her, experienced her, but I never viewed her. You don't view people
you love.
Her face is wrapped in layers of thin white gauze but her hair is visible;
long, rich, black hair. Shoulder length. I remember its texture, its softness.
Fine strands have fallen across her eyes, where her eyes should be, but
they're covered. Black on white. It's not Junko. It's just a thing without a
face, without an identity. It's a terrible mistake.
Junko's grandmother is lying next to her. I met her only once, at the
Christmas party. I have a picture of her wearing a party hat and blowing on a
small horn, and wish that's how it had been left, with that fantastically pure
image. But her face is not wrapped like Junko's, and that pure image has
vanished. They've put cotton plugs in her nostrils, but watery, bloody fluid
has seeped through to mark her above the lips. And in the wavering light
her flesh seems molded from paraffin and oddly transluscent. Standing
there, I scare myself at what a cold son-of-a-bitch I am.
lchiro looks down at Junko and says, "Bus crushed my daughter.... crushed
her." He turns to face me, waiting for me to say something, react, suffering
eyes pleading, begging me to explain, to justify her death.
I can't.
He seems so lost and vulnerable. And for a brief and horrifying moment I
fight an almost overwhelming urge to laugh. I can't look him in the eyes.
What's wrong with me.
I kneel beside three mourning women fingering juzu, chains of black
beads that remind me of rosaries and religion and death. One of them hands
me a stick of incense which I light with a nearby candle flame, gently
flicking my wrist to create a slow-burning ember. I stand it next to a dozen
others in a small container of sand. The tip faintly glows and a thin, wispy
ribbon of perfumed smoke spirals toward the ceiling. Afterward, with a short
stick wrapped in white cloth, I tap a brass bowl set before me, it barely
sounds a metallic ting, and I bow my head in silent prayer. I'm going through
the motions, concealing my impotence. And as I leave, others in the room
thank me. I want all of them to stop thanking me. They assume I feel
something that I don't, some loss. They assume I feel.
Ichiro leads me into a familiar room. It is here that I have shared their
family dinner every Tuesday for the past four months, where I instructed
Junko in English, where we discussed Japan and America and people, often
until three or four Wednesday mornings. We sit beneath the okigotatsu, a
Japanese table with an electric heater ins'et in the center, while his wife
brings us cushions, cigarettes, and hot, sweet sake. Christ, I think, can't you
quit being hostess for one minute, your daughter is dead. Then I notice she's
regained some of her composure, that she's found either strength or asylum
in her traditional role.
He tells me his mother died in her sleep last night and was cold when he
touched her; her cheek, he says, was cold. Junko went downtown to buy
flowers for the funeral. She was riding her minibike (she got her license a
week ago and was so proud), somehow she fell, landed beneath the rear
wheels of a city bus, and was crushed. His wife gestures, "across the chest,"
because she can't speak English and my Japanese is poor, then makes an
imaginary line with her fingertips from her right cheek to her chin and says,
"skoshii," a little. I nod to her with an understanding of the word but not the
feelings, without feeling.
Ichiro bows his head, says his mind is--he grabs the Japanese/English
dictionary from a shelf close by and searches through it--"chaos," and that he
will dream tonight and is afraid to sleep. I say I know, but it's a lie, that
there's a reason, but I don't believe it. She was only 19. There's no infinite
Lft,

Smoking a cigarette in the taxi, waiting for the bodies to be put into
the hearse, Junko's grandfather tells me she died quickly, the bus rolled
over her quickly.... and the television, th'e local news at five, showed the bus
and the blood on the street, her blood, and all I can say is, "Jesus Christ,"
and feel sick to my stomach.
At the crematorium everyone lifts grains of incense to their foreheads
three times and burns them in front of the caskets. There are pictures of
Junko and her grandmother, black and white, unfocused photographs.
Junko is not smiling. I think this is not her, not my friend. Junko always
smiled.
They roll the caskets across the white marble floor into an adjoining
room, slide them into incinerators, shut the steel doors, push a button. No
body, no long black hair, no childhood toy, no delicate white
chrysanthemums; only fire and bone and ash. Purified of the body, of life,
and of death, their spirits may travel as light, unhindered. That's what they
tell me, unhindered and free. What I know is that she is gone and 1'11 never
be with her again. I can feel. But now I don't want to feel and I wish I was
numb again. We walk outside and hold one another in the sunshine. Three
hours from now we will meet again in front of the ashes.
I change my tie. It's 7:00 p.m. We gather in the funeral room, kneeling
before the ashes and photographs. There are plates of fruit and bottles of
drink set on small shelves below the the photographs. Their souls have a
great journey, 49 days, and must eat to keep-up their strength. Their ashes
and bones are in boxes wrapped with colored paper. Their pictures stare
back at us as we pray.
Afterward, we go into another room, eat bento (boxed dinner), drink
beer and sake, and talk. There is laughter, and I discover that my guilt has
been absolved by sorrow. I sit beside Ichiro as he introduces me to his
relatives and friends as his second son, his American son. And it seems
strange to me that Junko's death has brought me closer to him.
Before leaving, I visit Junko alone. Kneeling once more, I light a stick
of incense, tap the brass bowl, and look at her photograph. If it's how they
tell me, then she already knows; if it's not, then perhaps it's too late. But I
didn't say good-bye; I didn't let go like a friend. The room is silent, only
candle flames flicker and sway.
"Sayonara Junko, boku wa anata ga ii nai node taihen sabishii."
***

SNOWBALLS AND SIDDHARTHA

In Death Do I Notice
Give me the sword of defeat
Where castles and ramparts meet.
My knees fell weak before me.
Score settled, lost Victory.
I am cold.
I taste the cold, crisp steel and
I hold the side still stand.
For love of Camelot keeps
Me from my well deserved sleep.
I am old.
Time has passed on time again.
I seek the peace of the glen.
the pain has traveled but I
I shall stay but know not why.
I am slow.
I fall back and see the sky,
Maj estic ally wonderfu1l.
Why in death do I notice;
The wonder upon leaving?
I'd give my life for so little.
And little see so much of life.

(There is no justice
only Justine)
Red haired girl her cheeks blushing. running through white snow;
giggling in the warming air. My feet slop through the slush. There's not a dry
place to stand. Scoop snow, ball and throw; I miss by a laugh. Next moment
please.
Deep conversation entanglement in a farm house at the edge of town.
Chickens pecking snow for non-existent food. I am on the other side of the
frosted window. Warm soup in a cup; I can smell my socks drying next to
the register, musty like an old house or an abandoned car interior. Poetry
comes.
Dharma in my cup
Soup in my soul
Warm stomach and bones
The wolf is at my door
'This will fade you know?"
"I know. Everything will die before the end."
"Everything that is, will become was. I'm not the same person you got
into the snowball fight with."
"Neither am I."
Snowball impact splatter melts and slides off the peeling barn. The road
reminds me of her small face. Small Faces tape in the glove compartment:
it's not the same.
The sun sets. It will rise again.
Red haired girl washes dishes her cheeks pale in the dying light. It's
almost time to turn on the lamp. Her small hand fits the hollow mug. Empty
soup can balances on top of the trash. The red car drives through the sunset.
It's not the same.
Night comes. People sleep to wake again.

Silent Scream

On an Explainer of Plato

He's levitating, feet three inches above the floor,
Casting funky blue shadows across air,
Defining the power of the sky with his looseness,
Rubbing his nose with a batiked square,
Ad-libbing Homer and looking angelic,
Hand outstretched toward invisible Muses,
Questioning the motives of fairy tales andprophets,
Sculpture dripping from his lips
Then freezing for a moment before crumbling
To dust vibrating with light music,
Nirvana-like hummings on the linoleum floor,
Casting true white light on every face
Like a needle through each open eye.

Comrades of millennia
Stand stiff in their dignity
Indulging the animals
Swinging from the branches
hiding in the leaves
heavy with
the green-grey silk
of the mist
dripping and dropping
Stem to point
Leaf to leaf
drip drop drip drop
and down again
The little man buzzes
A shudder ripples through
The forest
Silence descends
Machines growl then scream
As they bite into
The soft white wood
Tearing, ripped flesh
Falling trees leave
Scars
On the fabric of the earth
Monkeys swing
Find no branch
Retreat from the scars
To where the forest
Is still whole
There is a flaw in the cloth
It is man
unraveling
The life cycle
Of his planet
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1WO BIRDS/ ONE STONE
JOT DOWN JAZZ

Inside my sweet blues I turn
Twisting in joyous agony
Gifted with a fear fetish
Bloated by a bankrupt hope
Dripping a cool inspired flame
Burning myself slowly
A tone deaf bop musician
A never been married widower
A getting older and older child
Floating in a plastic bag
Waiting to be born
Blowing these impossible notes
From an invisible sax
Nodding awake incapable of sleep
1
Living an incurable dream
Dreaming a life devoid of dreams
Choking on mad inane years
Yet wanting to eat more more ...
My life is based on a novel
by the bag boy from the
Closed 24 hrs. a day store on the corner
Who has never written a line in his life
Inside my sweet blues I turn

Dropped bird shit on a cahn lake disturbs the universe:
A concentric ripple edges toward land
stops to soak th dead root
gathers and meanders into an open crevasse
where it is swallowed deep and clean into the dormant cradle.
The velvet quiet is entered by the new arrival
that slips into its collected self.
In this stone place there arc no rcllcctions:
everything is what it is
pure, textured, and lean.
The walls trickle into the still, cold pool.
The stone laughs knowingly,
its echo sparks the air
but sheds no light on any scene. movement
of fruniliar form.
Down here there are no contraries;
there is no place for gossip .
You hold your own hand
and trust your ear to sec you out in one piece
before the indignant crow cracks the air.
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dribbleglass
two weeks in a paper bag -i didn't mean to break your heart

i didn't mean to break your legs
and walk away.
fallin' in and out of bed -
it's just like love
when the t.v. 's on
but the motel screams for a vacancy.
Some dream, some stupid scene
That we've both seen in
Every b-movie we've ever watched on t.v.
Some dogs bury their bone
But some dogs actually have their day
it's like sipping from a dribble glass.
you get enough to quench your thirst
but just enough to make you scream for more.
we never did talk about it anyway.
you just ate your popcorn
and i just walked away.
some dogs just bury their bone
but some dogs actually have some fun.
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Richard Meltzer L.A. is the Capital of Kansas
(Harmony)

EMPRESSES OF TIIE BLUES

Sitting here
talking a thick stream of
bull
with these big-assed women
can be good,
sometimes.
One sure can talk
about her ex-boyfriends
(I can't remember all the names)
and nurses a beer into flat warmness.
Another carries polaroids
tied with a rubber band
(I don't know any of the faces)
and readjusts her brastrap.
A third talks about her poems,
her bad stomach
and reminds me of
me
so
I laugh
but don't tell her
what's so goddamned
funny.

so you're never really sure which world you're in. But
this strange place betwixt a binary equation and a
mythological epic is far more satiating than either.
My personal favorite is Lester's review of Fun House. It
is long and rambling and Lester changes his opinion of
the album and takes you through every step of the
change. Lester finally hears the album on his third
listen. The Stooges were the best band in the world, and
for my money, none will ever be better. Lester
geometrically extends the definition of tangents in his
writing, but never loses his ever-reaching direction.
Stooges rule, and damned if he can't Just use football
slogans, but instead tries to pull all the world's people
into his thought factory. Have you ever tried io describe
beauty to people looking at their watches or staring at
you like you've got something hanging from your nose?
I would like to give up or slap them silly. Lester would
just keep plugging away if it killed him and maybe it
did.
OK, maybe I didn't love every word. Lester's fiction is
pretty dull, but stick to the essays and you can't go
wrong. Another great gob of words are his notes
opinions and interviews with Lou Reed. Lester also
writes cool stuff on Peter Laughner, Richard Hell, Sham
and PiL. But the most in-depth bit is his travelogue with
the Clash. Lester starts out as a celebrity, but then
slowly gets convinced by the band and the 'movement'
that he, the band, the fans, the nobodies, are all
proletarian flowers bursting out of the garbage from the
same roots. But as the road show must go on, the
all-too-expected strife and disillusionment set it.
The coolest rock critic in the world recently wrote that
this piece was embarrassing because Lester swallowed
their act whole. I guess this gentleman was born with
the cynical spoon In his mouth. Or maybe he just lost
faith in the world when Bambi's mom got offed. Maybe
Lester and I were rubes P.T.Barnum would lust after. But
I keep forgetting, I am just not cool. Heck, I probably
don't even deserve to be writing this. Imagine, someone
taking up valuable space to admit they were a rube and
didn't hit the buzzer with the $64,000 answer. Shit!
Lester is dead and if he had the answer, he took it to the
grave. I'll bet he had it. The book's editor said that Lester
cleaned up his bad habits, which somehow may have
shocked Lester straight into death. He did, though,
leave us these wonderful fragments. But don't try to tell
me Lester was cool, cos it just ain't sol Lester never
figured out how to be cool. So instead of sitting here
apologizing , I'm gonna throw on my copy of Funhouse
and put on the best village idiot smile I can muster up.
--Dave Hintz

Meltzer, like many of us, detests more than he enjoys.
Or at least he likes writing about the crap in the world.
Surface-wise that's where the book appears to be. One
sorta imagines a street poet gripping onto shredded
notes, scurrying down the street with alternating
explosions and implosions. You don't listen long
enough because he may be right and that would be
enough to make your little pea-brain leap right outta
your ear.
Another simplistic view is that the author is merely
getting rid of his person l demon by writing up the full
extent of his peripheral vision. And this he may agree
with. However, everybody has got some sort of release.
Whether it's stalking around in the midst of blaring
punk rock with unrelated thoughts racing through your
mind or taking in the Pro Wrestling Matches (smaller is
better) and becoming part of the last bastion of rugged
individualism. If you're lucky you can share this trip
with a friend or maybe that once in a lifetime stranger,
who just for that one moment, you can reach a plane of
true feeling.
Now we are getting there. What has taken me several
paragraphs of numbing detail could be condensed into a
solitary sentence of Meltzer's book. It's no surprise that
he is also a poet since it really doesn't matter what
structure he uses. You still get that same sharp imagery
and description.
The book just keeps toppling over itself, building power
in a manner not yet realized in the laws of Physics. It's
sort of like this toy I had. It was made of wafers of wood
tied together with ribbons. You tilt it and it slides down
in a snakelike fashion into an inverted original
position. The slightest flick of the wrist unleashed
poetic gyrations which delivered as long as you desired.
Meltzer has got this system down better than most of
the hacks working today.
Enough of my undulating meandering (yub-yub-yub). If
the bookstore claims that this book explains "the
science of evolution, function, and structure of human
society....", well then blow me down. Maybe it ain't so
bad being human after all.
-Dave Hintz
LESTER BANGS Psychotic Reactions and Carburetor
Dung {Random House, ed. by Griel Marcus)

Recently, a friend and I were sitting around and
happened upon the subject of Lester Bangs. Being in our
late twenties, we both grew up with Creem magazine.
Our peak adolescent listening years were in those
lamest-of-lame early-to-mid 70's and both really dug
Lester's visionary mountains. I felt someone ought to
put his poop out in a book 'cos my cutout print clippings
were incomplete and yellowing.
For punchline, see title. This boring rock critic named
Griel Marcus had the idea and pull to get this out. It runs
a pretty big gamut of bands and eras. 4 7 separate
reviews, notes, short stories, r~blings, whatever. 60's
punk, 70's punk, Jerkoff Rock, Jazz, Euro, Detroit, NYC,
the whole context, et al.
I loved every word of this. Lester cannot hide that big
throbbing heart of his, so he lets it spill out in all its
bloody, hammering glory. I haven't read a book this
good since Hollywood Babylon. Oddly enough, both of
these books blend in plenty of fiction with their facts,

THE LAST confessions (SS11 For me, certain voices rise

over the general din of civilization to eclipse a unique
time and place and drive home just what is important
and crucial about life. It is a true Joy to know that the
Last are back together and recording after a silent
period of at least five years or so. Their official releases
never really did the band justice (i.e. the Bomp Records
LP), as their best material came out on private releases
unavailable through the general public (altho I think
the Starkman Concern got ahold of some). Joe Nolte's
voice and songs are truly beautiful and shine on this
record and take me to the precipice of standing on some
shore of life when life is rocketing with such goodness
that you know it will never last, that it cannot last. A
must. (The Last, P.O.Box 963, Redondo Beach, CA 90277)
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SAVAGE PENCIL PRESENTS ANGEL DUST Music for
Movie Bikers (Blast First) What a nifty concept... .let a
cartoonist go wild on two sides of a picture disc, plus
cover, and then get to pick the music for the grooves.
Musically. this a fun collection of obscure bikerllick
tunes (ex... the theme from Satan's Sadists) which
features some of the grungiest Davie Allan & the
Arrows interspersed with snippets of funny bad
b -movie dialogue. Graphically, the disk is worth
hanging on the wall. It's good to see new emanations
from the Sav Lab for fans of his Sounds' strips.
Hopefully this will be the first of a series of similar
concepts. I'd like to see a Dennis Worden pie disc. (Blast
First. 262 Mott St., Room 324. New York. NY 10012)
PUSSY GALORE SuGarShil SharP (CarolJne) Hey nifto-
Pussy Galore covering Einsturzende N ubauten as if
you didn't need any more sonl
arcleanlng.' This
motherslug of a vinyl injection hould do the trick.
B autifully ugly nastiness as art. St ve Albini had his
mlts In thi as well. (Caroline Records, 5 Cro by St. NY
NY 10013)
MI~ION OF BURMA Forget (Taang) Whoop! Whoop! An
entire LP of unreleased Burma which is wonderful by
any standard. This material. taken from outtakes of an
unspecified date, is loud, complex and hammering and
easily proves these joes to be the leading combo behind
the whole "overdrive" sound. (Taang, P.O.Box 51.
Auburndale. MA 02166)
SAINTS Prodigal Son (1VI1 Fairly lightweight acoustic
stuff from Chris Bailey & crew. being 1 /2 of the old
Saints. I prefer Ed Keupper's music progressions
through the Laughing Clowns and his solo stuff. Some
cuts on this are o.k., some are just plain bad.
SONIC YOUTH Daydream Nation (Enigma/Blast First)
These fave pets of those critics intelligent enough to see
that the world is basically fucked (sic) lay down their
best effort to date. Ummm.... powerfully clear. almost
acoustic at moments kicks movtng in a solid wall of
dissonance gives backbone to Thurston's visions.
The_re's plenty here for me to be happy about. Missed
their Columbus gig with Die Kreuzen and Laughing
Hyenas. but I heard it was grand. These folk must never
sleep.
SAVAGE REPUBLIC Jamahiriya (Fundamental) There is
a landscape that absorbs the sun's light in different
waves. There are houses made of earth and music
drawn from the dreams of those that live there.
Jamahiriya is a beautiful LP of Middle Eastern dreams
bearing the mark of Bruce Licher's painstaking
craftsmanship in bo~h cover design and music. Not as
hard-edged as their earlier work, this still features SR's
distintive metallic percussion, Arabic guitar
sculpturing and ethereal vocals. They cover another
one of Mikis Theordrakis' pieces from the Z soundtrack
and even do a cover of an ATV song. (Fundamental.
P.O.Box 2309, Covington GA 30209)
FEEDTIME Cooper-S (Rough Trade) This Autralian
trio's second outing on Rough Trade is a solid bass
slugfest trashing of said group's fave -o hits, so bent as to
render them their own, from the Aussie X's "I Don"t
Wanna Go Out" to the Stooges' "Ann" to the Ramones'
"Loudmouth" this be loud. grungy and appropriate.
(Rough Trade. 326 Sixth St.. SF CA 94103)
ANGRY SAMOANS STP not LSD (PVC) Never has
stupidity been so brilliant. Ever since the days of Vom.

the Samoans have been buggin the straights with their
skewed psychological vision of the human wasteland. It
is good to see some of their acoustic doo to make it to
vinyl. The Dickies' Stan Lee also makes a guest spot. It
rocks. (Samoan Cont.act: P.O.Box 34629, lA CA 90034)
BIG STICK Crack-n-Drag (Blast First) This marks the
third separate time that the initial Big Stick e.p. has
been issued on vinyl, so if you haven't heard it by now,
you're missing out. This LP collects all their previously
released stuff into one package. which is more than
swell. but I'm awaiting the new stuff.
LEMONHEADS Kreator (Taang) No holds barred outa' the
stratosphere maxed well beyond ten wall of rhythmic
loudness melodic like the hum of a well tuned air
conditioner intricate unrestrained garage with an edge
no garage has ever known emotional outbursts of
controlled frenzy bleeding ears and broken hearts.
These guys really know how to time a song so when you
least expect it you're pulled into oblivion, slapped
around a bit. then returned to complacency. A wide
range of influences it seems, from groundbreaking
punkeroos to Pagans to Sabbath to Husker Du
(unadmittedly) to Celibate Rifles, all crammed into one
happenin' ball o' wax. "Die Right Now" is loud as can be.
"Plaster Caster" just rocks, plain and simple, while the
acoustic stuff is ultimately strong and full of feeling -
"Postcard" is sad in a way. sent chills down my spine on
hearing it just like Neil Young's ''I'm a Child". They even
swiped Emily Dickinson verbiage for "Burying Ground",
I mean. what can you ask for?? Full force really rockin'
Boston slurpage drawer poopers. Defmite go get. (PO Box
51 Auburndale. MA 02166)
EYEBALL 7'' These Frisco hipsters are unexplainable
live -- jumping way positively all asmile -- and that
intensity transfers to vinyl forming an aural insanity:
piledriving crunch blazing with hooks galore. "6's" is a
screamer and a half and "Machine" sloshes along in the
beginning then rolls into a full fledged assault topped
off by from the heart lyrical observations such as "why
do we fear love so near?" and "like tonka toys we've
rolled through life". "Fish Out of Water" is quickly paced
and "Thumb In the Air" is packed scabbing with throbs
and changes out the butt. These dudes emit a whole range
of styles. PistolsmetalpsychFrippthrash, and contain a
leftover member of the wiggedoutdesertmadness band
Korphu which is a plus in my book any day. Beyond
comparison. Worth it. (1346 Haight SF. CA 94117)
CHEMICAL PEOPLE So Sexist/ (Cruz) Vaguely
reminiscent of early LA punk. energetic and slap happy,
this is at one time toetappin' and kneejerkin' and at
another almost uncomfortably hilarious. I don't
unde,rstand the whole Tesco Vee connection and can't
figure out the brains behind this; I mean, is it porno
sleaze or brilliant parody -- who knows, probably both.
A loud thumbs up musically. (PO Box 7756 Long Beach,
CA90807)
HUMAN HANDS Hereafter (Nate Starkman & Son) An
historical compilation of early '80s West LA hard-edged
not-pop with punkytwangoskaish guitar and
aggressively moody keyboards. "Stix and Stones" is
especially catchy and moody while "Blue Eel" moves
along out of the known universe. Lyrically vague and
deep -- an understatement out of control. (554 Mateo LA.
CA90013)

B.A.L.L. Bird (ShimmyDisk) Fuck.in' yeow!I The darker
side of windowpane runnin' down an underwater
tubeamp alley must be New York City late sixties got my
head out the window bottle smashed against a wall
standing in an intersection and down each four streets I
look I see the Empire State Building glowing in the
night. Basically. ex-Shockabillian Kramer has been up
to some mighty fine psych activity with the
Shimmydisk label. B.A.L.L. are Bongwater minus Anne
Magnuson. Heavy bass and guitar poisonous psych
short songs and parodying post-Bealle hippyism. If you
can find it, grab it. Five stars. bucko. (shimmydisk. Jaf
box 1187, newyork. ny 10116)
TOM WAITS Big Time (forgot what label) Sometimes it
sucks sitting in Ohio and knowin ' that It can be easily a
month or two before some Dicks make it from New
York City to some repertory theatre in Dayton or Clnci.
For those fans of Tom Waits that dig stumbling aero s
his little bit parts in obscure B-movies (like a
piano-playing bar owner in The Howling or a sleazy
hotel manager in the Joy OJ Sex), his new film that he
wrote and directed should be way happening.
Unfortunately, all I've got so far is the soundtrack,
which is hot. Live versions of the more rockin' tunes
from Ra.indogs and Swordfish Trombone. this LP plays
is a mean kick in the cranium some gassed blast from a
bundletrunkrolltoprumbleseat past late 40 's
hardboiled jive against early ScreamingJay
minimalism against haunted circus melodies against
Lord Buckley tongueantics small town claustraphobia
brights lights in the desert sorrow. Mmmmm ....
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BEAT HAPPENING Jamboree (Rough Trade) OK OK. I
know this reView is past due. but we're just getting out
collective brains together with NEXUS and I just
thought that if there was anyone out there that hasn't
heard this gem, that I should mention it. It is wonderful
to see such an unlikely band as the Beat Happening rise
to such glory. If this doesn't strike you happily like a
warm day in February. I don't know what will.
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UNION CARBIDE PRODUCTIONS In the Air Tonight
(Radium) Who cares if these guys have pirated the entire
Stooges 69-era sound. The dilference is that they take it
to even higher heights of pure aural nirvana. What a
bunch
of
hell-raisers.
Pure
full-out-non-stop-balls-to-the -proverbial-wall Detroit
psych. Don't play this while driving. (Sodra Allegatan
3, S-41301 Goteborg. Sweden)
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FEEDTIME (Rough Trade) More bosshoss Jams from
down under, this LP consists of wild slide guitar
feeeedback versions of the combo's fave hits. Solid
thrashings of the Stooges, Ramones, Saints and a
bucketful of other classic poo. It Jams, it hops, it fuzzes.
it howls. Yo!
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17 PYGMIES Welcome (Island) Structured vocal chaos
amidst engaging ever changing dream soundtrack -
callio~e oi:ie minute pent-up psychedelic another. Every
track 1s divergent and the lyrics are sheer poetic terror.
Something to check out.

262 Mott St; Room 324
N.Y., N.Y. 10012
tel: 212-941-9560
fax:212-941-9383

NOTE: All and any records, books or publications that
you would like reviewed in the upcoming issue of
NEXUS sould be sent to:

Bob Moore & Greg Wise

NEXUS
006 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
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BIOS
LAURA ALBRECHT ls a 4th year student of English at WSU currently working on a tutorial about Allen
Ginsberg.
ANTLER has often been called Wisconsin's Whitman and spends much of his time afoot in the wilderness
of Canada and the Upper Great Lakes regions. He is the author of Factory (City Lights) and Last Words
(Ballantine Books). He will be giving a reading soon at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York with
three modern Chinese poets. He knows most of his work by heart and tries to live up to Whitman's ideal of
poet as "itinerant gladness scatterer." Antler will be on the WSU campus early next year for what promises
to be a very powerful reading, so stay tuned. Also, look for an interview with Antler next issue.
JOHN BRANDI'S home base in in Corral!s, NM, but he travels and writes extensively throughout all of the
Americas. He has known Nanao for many years and wrote 'Why Climb a Mountain?" specifically for this
issue of Nexus. His books include The Back Road In. Hymn For a Night Feast (Holy Cow Press) and countless
others. He is currently in residence In Buffalo, NY.

YUKIO MISHIMA (1925-1970) was perhaps Japan's greatest writer of the 20th Century. Novelist,
playwright and filmmaker, Mishima dedicated his life to a return to traditional aesthetic values which he
felt had fallen into decline. He is by far the most intematiqnally known of Japan's writers and even today
his works and political vision are very controversial. Willi a private army, Mishima staged a military
coup in Japan in 1970 which failed. At that time, he committed ritual suicide, an act whlch shocked the
world at large. This piece of calligraphy, or shikishi, in Mishima's own hand, comes from the private
collection of Brooks Allen.
JOHN MACKER is the proprietor of Glenwood Used Books on the banks of the Colorado River in Glenwood
Springs, CO. His publications include Medicine Bow and The Cutting Distance.
ANUJA MENDIRATIA is a non-degree student at WSU whose interests include photography, landscaping.
herbs, gardening and Joan Armatrading.
CHARLES O'HAY, from Phildelphia, PA, is a poet of America's forgotten urban landscapes.
STUART Z. PERK.OFF (1930-1973) was educated in the Midwest. He 1 ft home at 17 and traveled to New
York, lat r moving to Callfomla. He wa the figurehead in the Venice West poetry scene of the late '50 and
'60s. He is included in Donald Allen's anthology, New American Poetry (1947-1960). He wa the author of
Suicide Room (1956), Poems from Pri ·on (1969). Eat the Earth (1971). Kowboy Pomes (1973) and Only Just
Above the Ground (1973). John Macker found the "lost" PerkofT manu crlpts in the Lawrence Lipton
Ar hiv s at UCLA and will be publishing the Venice Poems sometime soon In book form.

KRISTIN BRUCKER lives in a glass house in Yellow Springs, Ohio and is a 2nd year student of English at

wsu.

DARIN CAIN spent seven months in Okayama, Japan teaching English as a Foreign Language as a member
of the Wright State International Exchange Program. He has been published in Japan and was First Place
Award winner of the Dayton area MENSA essay contest. He currently is a writer for WSU's University
Communications.

JEFF PONIEWAZ is one of America's leading eco-activist poets in the tradition of John Muir, Thoreau, and
Whitman. He is the author of Dolphin Leaping in the Milky Way (Inland Ocean Press) and occasionally
teaches creative writing at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
CHRIS POSPISIL is a poet and folk musician majoring in Philosophy at WSU.
MARCUS ROME lives in Riverdale, NY.

STEVE CHAPPELL, as well as being an artist, is a teacher and practicioner ofHatha Yoga and Buddhist
Insight Meditation, and now resides in Kettering, OH.

MICHELLE SAEZ is a 3rd year art major at Wright State.

DR MICHAEL CORR (B.S. Antioch, '63; Ph.D. U. of Washington, '85) has traveled many times to Japan,
studying traditional Japanese printmaking and the sutras of the Rinzai sect of Zen Buddhism at Daitokuji
temple. He has illustrated for the Kyoto Review, Gary Snyder's Turtle Island and Hands Together, a recent
anthology of poetry by Snyder, Philip Whalen and others. He is the author of To Leave the Standing Grain
and is currently at work on a new volume.

NANAO SAK.AKI has lived the life of a wandering poet-storyteller since the end of World War JI, walking
the length of Japan several times as well as the Southwest regions of the United States. In the '60s he
established a commune on one of the southernmost islands of Japan and was a patron saint of sorts
among the student-activists of Japan. Currently, Nanao uses Taos, NM and Hokkaido, Japan as
homebases for his wanderings. North Point Press recently published a definitive collection of his work in
English entitled Break the Mirror, from which the poem 'Why" was taken.

MICHAEL GAMS1ETIE~ is a 4th year studen~ of art at Wright State. Right now he's hanging out in
Okayama, Japan teaching English as a Foreign Language as a member of the WSU International Exchange
Program. His work was recently featured in C.AG.E. Gallery's Dead Animal Show (Cincinnati, OH). His
interests include erotic Japanese art, all-girl Japanese heavy metal bands and okonomiyaki.

GREGG SPENCE is a prolific singer-songwriter who does his own solo performances in addition to being
the creative force behind the Underdogs from Dayton.

DAVID HINI'Z is into Pro Wrestling, Herschell Gordon Lewis movies and the Lazy Cowgirls. He lives in the
Rockies outside of Denver, CO.
DAVID J. LIETO is from New Jersey and damn proud of it!
KEIKO MATSUI GIBSON won a Kenneth Rexroth Award for poetry in English and Japanese in Kyoto, 1982.
Her bilingual collections of poetry include 1remble of Morning and Stir Up the Precipitable World, both
published by Morgan Press (no relation). She has taught Japanese language and Comparative Literature in
the United States, teaches English at Chukyo University and is writing a dissertation for a doctorate in
comparative literature at Indiana University.
MORGAN GIBSON currently lives with his wife, Keiko, in Kyoto, Japan. He is a professor of English at
Chukyo University in Nagoya. He studied world literature and philosophy with Kenneth Rexroth and Paul
Goodman. He also spent time in Kyoto with Buddhist philosopher, Masao Abe. His books include
Revolutionary Rexroth: Poet ofEast West Wisdom (Archon Books), Tantric Poetry of Kukai (Kobo DaishO
Japan's Buddhist Saint {White Pine Press) and The Great Brook Book (Four Zoas Press). Forthcoming will
be Pacijk Letters: Kenneth Rexroth to Morgan Gibson (White Pine).
BRION GYSIN (1916-1988) was born in England of a Swiss father and Canadian mother. In the early
thirties he exhibited with the Surrealists in Paris before being expelled from the group by Andre Breton. He
moved to Tangier, Morocco in 1950 and met up with William Burroughs and Paul Bowles. Gysin studied
both Japanese and Arab calligraphy and embarked on a large series of poetic experiments with Burroughs
which resulted in Minutes to Go, The Ext.enninator, The Ticket That Exploded and The Third Mind. The
definitive book of his life, ideas and work is Teny Wilson's Here to Go: Planet R-101 (Re/Search
Publications, 1982). Brion Gysin's calligraphy is courtesy the private collection of Jud Yalkut.
YUZURU KATAGIRI founded a new school of oral poetry in Kyoto before going on to discover a
ground-breaking method of teaching foreign languages. His translations include works by Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, Paul Goodman, Aldous Huxley, Wilhelm Reich, Kenneth Rexroth, Bob Dylan, Gary Snyder
and others. Last year he was an exchange professor of Japanese at Antioch College from Kyoto Seika
University and guest-taught for one quarter at Wright State. He has been the editor of the Kyoto Review
since 1974 and wrote a book outlining the history of Japanese folk/protest music.
I, z,.

SHUNTARO TANIKAWA is Japan's most popular poet and has published widely in the U.S., including The
Selected Poems (trans. Harold Wright. North Point Press), At Midnight in the Kitchen I Just Wanted to Talk
to You and Coca Cola Lessons, both published by Prescott Street Press. One quirk of Tanikawa's is that in
addition to the primary bulk of his work, he also writes specific poems for the popular media of Japan.
However, he asserts that both realms of his work have the same aesthetic foundation.
RICK VAN HORN is a Senior in the B.F.A program ofWSU. The thought behind most of his woodcuts is the
conflict between the man-made world and the natural world.
HAROLD WRIGITT is one of the foremost translators ofJapanese poetry in the U.S. He Just spent two years
doing research and working on his own manuscript in Kyoto, Japan, and recently received a fellowship to
translate the work of Shuntaro Tanikawa there. Currently living in Yellow Springs, OH, he teaches
Japanese at Antioch College.
JUD YALKlIT is a video film graphic artist, art critic and writer, native of New York City and former
professor in the Art department at WSU. Jud was an important figure in the avant-garde scene of New York
in the '60s and worked primarily in psychedelic, multi-media productions. His "Japanese Series" was
specifically created for this issue of Nexus.

Last Minute Et Cetera: the Noh mask on the cover is from the collection of Brooks Allen: cover
design by Bob and Bonnie; photo by WSU Media Productions; Michael Corr's "Great Bird"
originally appeared as the front cover of the Kyoto Review #7, Spring 1976: "Ninnaji's
Manjusuri" originally appeared in To Leave the Standing Grain, Copper Canyon Press: Yuzuru
Katagiri's poem, "Always We Stopped at the Door" originally appeared in the Kyoto Review #6,
Winter 1976; additional graphix in Nexus were done by Bonnie Watson.

DEADLINE FOR WINTER ISSUE: JANUARY 3 lST!
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